Wolfman Mounting guidelines for the Small, Medium, and Large Rolie Bag
to a rack.
Rolie Bag mounted correctly to a rack. Fig.1
Fig.1 Small Rolie
Medium Rolie

Large Rolie

****Please read and understand these instructions before touching your bike, rack or wrench.****
1. . Thread Basic webbing straps under rack and through openings. Fig.2
Fig.2

2. Place Rolie Bag on Rack, Thread webbing through Buckles on Patch, Tighten snug. Slide Excess
webbing into Flappy Strap Keepers. Fig.3
Fig.3
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Alternative Method *************************************************************
"Patch Thread" Setting up The Small, Medium, and Large Rolie bag.
Tools Needed:
Long Screwdriver, Chop Stick, or long tool.
Your Small or Medium Rolie bag comes with two Seat Straps.
These will be "Patch Threaded" Fig.a

Fig.a
1. Remove the Flappy strap keepers as they will not be used at all.
2. Insert raw end of the Seat Strap Webbing into the slot on the patch welded to the bag, on the underside
of the buckles.
Fig.b Small Rolie
Fig.c Medium Rolie

4. The Medium Fig. c
5. Center webbing, the loop will stick out about 1/2" on each side.
6. Your bag is now "Patch Threaded".
*************************************************************************************
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1. Place the "Patch Threaded Rolie bag on the Rack Thread each individual strap through the rack and
back to the buckle. Fig.4
Fig.4

2. Do this for the remaining straps.
3. Tighten all straps snug.

**HINT******************************************************************************
For Best Results use the Ratchet Method of Tightening webbing.
Most of us just grab and pull webbing to tighten it. Well there is an easier way.
1. Pull Up on the loose end of webbing lifting the buckle while pushing on the webbing before the buckle.
Fig.1
Fig.1

Fig.2

2. Bring the loose end down tightening as you go. Fig.2
3. Do this until the bag is very snug.
5. When you are done your bag should look like Fig. 1 on Page 1.
*************************************************************************************
If you have any questions or need assistance please call us at: 800/535-8131
Or email us at info@wolfmanluggage.com
Happy Riding.
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